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Abstract
The VOTERS project at Northeastern University was funded in 2009 by the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) Technology Innovation Program, which was established to support innovative and high-risk, high-reward research in areas of societal critical need. The VOTERS project succeeded in providing not only the framework, but also demonstrated a working prototype and created a blueprint for a service to shift from periodical localized inspections to continuous network-wide health monitoring of roadways. VOTERS created a simple, inexpensive way to detect surface and subsurface trouble spots without stopping traffic. This innovative multi-modal multi-sensor approach centers upon infrastructure inspection and cyber monitoring through the use of city or fleet vehicles already on city roads and interstate highways, such as post office or sanitation trucks, police or other city vehicles, taxis, or delivery trucks. Traveling in traffic, multiple sensor subsystems will obtain measurements and data using a variety of innovative sensing methods: acoustic waves generated by tires and high frequency impulse radar to detect surface defects, subsurface delamination, corrosion, layer thickness and properties, millimeter-wave radar to determine near-surface properties of pavement, complemented by optical systems. Through data fusion VOTERS can provide accurate, up-to-date condition information without setting up hazardous and expensive work zones. VOTERS data-driven approach to assessing the pavement conditions allows decision makers to conduct the right repairs at the right time and right place for safety and long term financial benefit. Our goal is to control the diagnostics of the world’s transportation infrastructures. We will talk about conceptual vision and the initiation of the project as well as the solutions to account for practical applications.
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